NON-GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS

Purpose
To facilitate new non-government schools.
To facilitate upgrades and extensions to existing non-government schools.

Application
This clause applies to an application under any provision of this scheme for any of the following provided that the proposed use or development is funded, or partly funded, by the Victorian Government's Non-Government Schools Capital Fund:

- Use or development of land for a new primary school or secondary school.
- Construction of a building on land used for a primary school or secondary school provided the combined gross floor area of all new buildings is 5,000 square metres or greater.
- Construction of additional classrooms on land used for a primary school or secondary school.
- An increase of the permitted number of students associated with additional classrooms on land used for a primary school or secondary school.
- Removal or replacement of non-conforming or non-compliant building products on land used for a primary school or secondary school.

This clause does not apply to an application lodged before the approval date of Amendment VC165.

Exemption from notice and review
An application to which Clause 53.19 applies is exempt from the notice requirements of section 52(1)(a), (b), (c) and (d), the decision requirements of section 64(1), (2), and (3), and the review rights of section 82(1) of the Act.